
          SUNDAY, 07/01/24 

 

R6 PORNICHET [L-H] 

 

C1 - WEEKEND PRIX D'AMERIQUE 2024 (PRIX DE L'ILE DE BREHAT) - 

2100m (a1 5/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 13.000  

 
1. LE CORSAIRE - Third on his debut which was on the turf in October. Not as good in second 
start and trying the PSF last time but can fight  out the finish 

2. TREZY BOUNTY - Yet to win a race and has been modest of late. Probably better over shorter 
on the turf but can contest the finish 

3. FALIMAX - Disappointing form of late and was only eighth over this track and trip last time out. 
Others are preferred 

4. DSCHINGIS VOYAGE - Disappointing last run before taking a break. Has run well on the turf 
over this distance. Has yet to show on the PSF. Might place 

5. AMOUR CERTAIN - Has not shown much in three starts and was well beaten over this course 
and distance last time out. Others are preferred 

6. ALMAGRO - Showed improvement when fourth in a claimer last time out and has run well on 
this surface before. Place chance 

7. PIPER'S HILL - Disappointing last run when eighth in a hurdle race. Has run well on the turf 
and is not out of it 

8. PLEASEMAN - Showed good improvement when runner-up over this track and trip Last 
month. Big chance in this line-up 

9. FELIX FELICIS - Eighth on debut on the turf. Capable of improvement but is probably best 
watched this time 

10. KANELLE BERE - Disappointing last run when sixth and has got up to 20 starts without a 
win. Place chance on best form 

11. PERSONNAL CHOPE - May have needed her last run when returning from a break but has 
struggled in seven starts and needs major improvement to win 

12. PANACOTTA - Has not shown much in her nine starts and was well beaten over this course 
and distance last time out. Others are preferred 

13. ELZE - Well beaten on debut and was only a bit better when seventh over this track and trip 
last time out. More needed to win this race 

14. FULL COLOUR - Yet to win a race but has been runner-up in three of her last five starts. Can 
contest the finish yet again 

15. ELEGANTE DU DESERT - Well beaten on debut which was at this course. Drops in distance 
and needs major improvement to win this race 

16. SUMER SUNSET - A four-year-old colt by Seahenge out of Million Dollargirl who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 
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Summary : PLEASEMAN (8) showed vast improvement when runner-up over this course and 
distance last time out. He has scope for further improvement and looks the one to be with. LE 
CORSAIRE (1) was a disappointment on this surface last time but he did do much better on 
debut so has a winning chance. FULL COLOUR (14) is in good form but has yet to win a race. 
TREZY BOUNTY (2) steps up in distance and could be the surprise package of the race. 

SELECTIONS 

PLEASEMAN (8) - LE CORSAIRE (1) - FULL COLOUR (14) - TREZY BOUNTY (2) 
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C2 - PRIX DE LA NOUVELLE ANNEE 2024 - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - ALL 

WEATHER - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. CHESTER SKY - Improving and has not been disgraced when fourth in his last two starts. 
Should fight out the finish this longer distance 

2. MON FLAMANT - Eighth on his Deauville debut. Should show good improvement in his 
second start and is not out of it 

3. COME AND WIN - Eight on his turf debut last month over 2000m. Capable of Improvement 
trying the turf but others are preferred 

4. CITY OF GOLD - Fifth on his turf debut last month. Capable of improvement and could contest 
the finish this time 

5. SANTO - Fourth on debut which was on the turf. Did not repeat that run when seventh on this 
surface last time out. Can bounce back to score 

6. INCREDIBLE - Eighth on his debut over 1600m last month. Tries further and could improve but 
others are preferred 

7. FRENCH GIRL EFFECT - Has not shown much in her ten starts so far and was only seventh 
in a claimer last time out. Others are preferred 

8. LADYSHOW - Disappointing last three runs. Did better in claimer last year and needs to find a 
few lengths to win 

9. ALLFIREMOONTAVEL - A three-year-old gelding by  Fantastic Moon out of Al Khateya who is 
making his debut. Watch the betting 

10. ANNA MANDARA - A three-year-old filly by Seahenge out of Alliance Dorée who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

11. HERM - A three-year-old filly by Le Havre out of Heroine who is making her debut. Watch the 
betting 

12. MADGIC'M - A three-year-old filly by Magician out of Maola who is making her debut. Watch 
the betting 

13. SERMANDORPHEUS - A three-year-old filly by Morpheus out of Josephjuliusjodie who is 
making her debut. Watch the betting 

14. NEW TOWN - A three-year-old filly by New Bay out of Beynotown who os making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

15. WEDGEWOOD PEARL - Non partante 

16. DORA MAGIC PELEM - A three-year-old filly by Magician out of Meshadora Pelem who is 
making her debut. Watch the betting 

Summary : CHESTER SKY (1) is improving and ran well when fourth in both of his last two 
starts. This longer distance should suit and he could be the one to beat. SANTO (5) did not do as 
well as his turf when seventh last time out but is capable of bouncing back to score. MON 
FLAMANT (2) can improve off his debut and is clearly not out of it. CITY OF GOLD (4) is capable 
of improvement and can contest the finish. 
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SELECTIONS 

CHESTER SKY (1) - SANTO (5) - MON FLAMANT (2) - CITY OF GOLD (4) 
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C3 - PRIX DE L'ILE D'HOUAT - 2100m (a1 5/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 19.000  

 
1. LEWIS CHOP - In fair form of late on this surface. Struggled in his last few turf handicaps but 
is capable of contesting the finish 

2. MADENI - Fair form so far and was not disgraced when fourth over this track and trip last time 
out. First in a handicap but has a winning chance 

3. CASE MONEY - Disappointing last two runs in claimers on this surface. Did better on the turf 
before that and is best watched this time 

4. BRIGHTLY - Runner-up in her last three starts including in a handicap last time out. Looks 
overdue to score 

5. SUGERTIME - A disappointment since winning on the turf in April. Was fifth over this course 
and distance in November and could play a minor role 

6. SUNWHITE - Disappointing last run over this course and distance. Was in good form before 
that and can bounce back to score 

7. TOUQUES - Well beaten in all, three starts and was only ninth over this course and distance 
last time out. Tries a handicap but others are much preferred 

8. MANDOKI - Showed improvement to win a claimer over a similar distance on the turf last time 
out. Well beaten on debut which was on this distance. Might place 

9. KIM DE GAUDEL - Fair fifth on handicap debut last time out. This longer distance could suit 
and she could upset 

10. SUPREMATIE REBEL - Well beaten in all six of his starts. Tries a lot further this time and is 
capable of improvement but is best watched for now 

11. DREAM ANGEL - Much improved of late and was fourth over this course and distance in a 
handicap last time out. Not out of it 

12. EYGALIERES - Has yet to win a race and is unreliable. Well beaten at this course last time 
out and others are much preferred 

13. AMICIS - Has disappointed in both her handicaps. Did better in other four runs and is 
probably best watched this time 

Summary : BRIGHTLY (4) has been good without winning recently and was runner-up in her last 
three starts. She can go one better this time. LEWIS CHOP (1) seems best suited to this surface 
so perhaps his turf handicaps can be ignored. If so he will be a threat. SUNWHITE (6) was in 
good form before a disappointing last run so could bounce back. MADENI (2) ran well when 
fourth last time out and could be a danger on handicap debut. 

SELECTIONS 

BRIGHTLY (4) - LEWIS CHOP (1) - SUNWHITE (6) - MADENI (2) 
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C4 - PRIX DE L'ILE D'HOEDIC - 3100m (a1 15/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 18.000  

 
1. INSIGNIA OF RANK - Nearly a year since last win but was third over this track and trip last 
time out and can contest the finish once again 

2. WHISPERING OCEAN - On a very long losing run but has run some fair races of late. More 
needed to win but can contest the finish 

3. NEVER COME BACK - Won twice on the turf last year. Does prefer that surface and is likely to 
need this run returning from a break 

4. WHITENIGHT - Unreliable but did win twice on the turf last year. Well beaten in latest run on 
the PSF but cannot be written off from winning 

5. BARTABELLO - Has lost his way since only win which was in April. Has struggled on this 
surface of late and others are much preferred 

6. ZARQANA - Only win was on the turf over a similar distance but was not disgraced when 
fourth in a claimer last time out. Place chance 

7. OLYMPE TEA - In good form of late. Tries the PSF but does have a winning chance in this 
line-up 

8. GARRY D'AZE - Returned to his best with a good win last time out in a handicap. Third over 
this course and distance before and has a winning chance 

9. LUIGI ANTINORI - Fourth over this course and distance in his penultimate start but he has 
been unreliable. Has scope for improvement and can upset 

10. SAGLYACAT - Very consistent of late and was runner-up in her last two runs which both 
were at this course. Be right there at the finish once again 

11. PRESCY LIIA - Fourth over this course and distance in her penultimate start but has been 
mostly disappointing since last winning in August. Might place 

12. SAINTE JENNY - Yet to win a race but has been runner-up four times including over this 
course and distance last time out. Go close 

13. FLIGHT DE JUILLEY - Third over this course and distance in December but has struggled 
twice since then. Others are preferred 

14. COEUR DAVIER - On a very long losing run since only win. Struggled throughout 2023 and 
others are much preferred 

15. JAGUARE PRECIEUSE - Has struggled in four starts so far including over a similar distance 
last time out. Others are preferred 

16. REINE DE LA PREE - May have needed her come back run last time out when well beaten 
last time out. Capable of improvement but others are preferred 

Summary : GARRY D'AZE (8) is probably best on the turf but has run well over this track and trip 
before and can follow up. SAGLYACAT (10) deserves a change of luck after two recent runner-up 
performances at this course. SAINTE JENNY (12) has improved of late and is clearly not out of it. 
INSIGNIA OF RANK (1) ran well when third over this course and distance last time out and is 
another one worth considering. 
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SELECTIONS 

GARRY D'AZE (8) - SAGLYACAT (10) - SAINTE JENNY (12) - INSIGNIA OF RANK (1) 
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C5 - PRIX DE BELLE-ILE-EN-MER - 3100m (a1 15/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 15.000  

 
1. LADIVA - Placed third at track in the penultimate run and is seldom far off them and in this 
line-up can be there at the finish 

2. ZEPHYR DE LA MARE - Ignore last run. Two good runs before that and has a winning chance 
in this line-up 

3. SERMANDAKFI - A winner of latest start, for the second career win. Has progressed nicely 
since coming back from a break. Can upset 

4. ELYT OF GOLD - If ignoring latest effort placed third in penultimate run and has twelve career 
placed efforts. Can win 

5. ESPOIR DE LA MONE - Seldom far off them since winning in September and similar can be 
expected. Not out of it 

6. JOLEK LISES - Improved effort in latest at track when fifth. Consistently just out of the placed 
runners but could play a  minor role 

7. NORQUI DES ROSES - Track runner up in latest start and similar can be expected. Seldom 
far off them and can get involved with the finish 

8. VIGO - Placed fourth at this track in latest and if improving on that effort can make the frame. 
Place chance 

9. MER NOIR - Last two efforts have been lacking and must improve to feature. Others are 
preferred 

10. FAN ZONE - Has eleven career placed efforts along with five wins. Difficult to rule out others 
are preferred 

11. MORNING SPIRIT -  

12. HARLEY DREAM - Disappointing last run and is unreliable but does pop up in a place once 
in a while. 

13. PICKLE MIX - Since returning from a break has not been in the best of form . More will be 
needed to win this race 

14. ROUGE A SANG - Will need to show more to make the frame.Last placed in June and others 
are preferred 

15. SUN DE L'ORME - Penultimate run was third at this track and has placed in four from ten 
starts. Can earn again 

16. FIVE BY FIVE - Poor recent efforts and is best to pass by until form changes for the better. 
Others are much preferred 

Summary : ELYT OF GOLD (4) is overdue winning success and it was a disappointing 
performance last time out but can bounce back to score. NORQUI DES ROSES (7) ran well when 
runner-up last time out  and can go one better this time. ZEPHYR DE LA MARE (2) is another 
that is better than the last run would suggest and would not be a surprise winner. LADIVA (1) is 
seldom too far behind and is not without a hope in this race. 
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SELECTIONS 

ELYT OF GOLD (4) - NORQUI DES ROSES (7) - ZEPHYR DE LA MARE (2) - LADIVA (1) 
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C6 - PRIX DE L'ILE MOLENE - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 19.000  

 
1. TILAK - Latest effort after winning was poor and will need to improve to feature. Best watched 
this time 

2. VILLEMACHO - Penultimate start was a track winner and in latest placed sixth. Unreliable but 
can earn some money 

3. PRAIRIE GLORY - A three-time winner since June and at best could make the frame. One to 
consider for win purposes 

4. EL BNOUD - Seven career placed efforts and at best could place. Has placed in two of last 
three. Can earn some money 

5. PREDETERMINED - Nine-time winner who is not in the best of form. Others are preferred as 
improvement is needed to win 

6. IL RITORNO - Poor form of late and best to pass by until form improves. 

7. CAP SKIRRING - If ignoring the latest effort the form is good and has sufficient means to fight 
for victory 

8. NAVIDAD - A winner at the 40th attempt and followed up unplaced in the next. Can bounce 
back to score 

9. FIRST DREM - Since winning for the fifth time in September has been unplaced in three 
efforts. Will need to put best foot forward. Place chance 

10. BON ESPRIT - Placed third in last two starts at track and was a runner up in previous. Should 
be involved at the finish 

11. VIF DES AIGLES - Poor form and been on a break. Likely to need this run and others are 
preferred in this line-up 

12. ROXY MUSIC - Been a runner up in three of the last four and the latest was at this track. Can 
crack it this time 

13. APASH - Been on a break since August and will probably need the run back. Yet to taste 
victory and others are preferred 

14. MEANDRO - Two run back from a break and will need to show more to feature but is capable 
of earning money when at best 

15. ATLANTICA - Non runner 

Summary : ROXY MUSIC (12) has been knocking hard at the door and gets an ideal opportunity 
to win. BON ESPRIT (10) is in good form and has a winning chance. NAVIDAD (8) disappointed 
last time out but did win the previous start and this is not a strong race so can bounce back. CAP 
SKIRRING (7) is better than the last run would suggest and deserves  respect in this line-up. 

SELECTIONS 

ROXY MUSIC (12) - BON ESPRIT (10) - NAVIDAD (8) - CAP SKIRRING (7) 
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C7 - PRIX DE L'ILE D'OUESSANT - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. COASTER - Last six attempts have been at this track and all unplaced. Unlikely to be involved 

2. ERNAN CORTES - Has won two of the last four but is a bit unreliable in that win one then 
unplaced. Can score again 

3. LLOYD - Has had one run back from a four month break and might still need the run 

4. BLACK PANTHER - Improved in latest when winning at track in a class G event. Has won five 
times and should have a say 

5. URAL - Did not place last year and best to pass by until improvement is shown 

6. KIASTEP - Unplaced this year and similar can be expected. Best effort in penultimate when 
fourth at track 

7. SPINNING MIST - Penultimate start runner up at track and placed fifth in latest.Has improved 
and could pay to follow 

8. MONTFIQUET - Has had two runs back from a break and could be ready. Seldom far off them 
and can get involved 

9. COL NEM - Has placed once last year and would be a shock winner. Others are preferred 

10. PEYTON PLACE - Unplaced since winning in January. Last two efforts at track have resulted 
in a sixth place and similar can be expected 

11. LE GITAN - Improved when runner up at track in latest. Has placed fourteen times and at 
best can place 

12. KENNYA - Penultimate effort was best for some time and followed up running unplaced in 
next start 

13. MI BONITO - Placed third at track three runs back. That was the only placed effort last year 

14. BURN ONE DOWN - Two poor efforts coming back from a break and might still need the run 

15. SHAMSOUN - Unplaced last year and must find more to feature . Unlikely winner 

16. SOTCHI - Poor form and would be a shock winner. Others are preferred 

Summary : ERNAN CORTES (2) is unreliable but does seem to have ability and looks the one to 
be with in this line-up. SPINNING MIST (7) ran well at this course in the penultimate start and can 
bounce back to score in a very competitive-looking race. BLACK PANTHER (4) showed 
improvement when winning at this course last time out and can follow up. KIASTEP (6) is 
unreliable but capable of a suprise so deserves respect. 

SELECTIONS 

ERNAN CORTES (2) - SPINNING MIST (7) - BLACK PANTHER (4) - KIASTEP (6) 
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C8 - PRIX DE L'ILE DE BATZ - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. CALL THE SHOTS - Two runner up positions from four starts and ought to be thereabouts at 
the finish. A winning chance in this line-up 

2. BAILEYS TOPAZE - Placed third in latest and is seldom far off them and can make the frame 
in this lineup. Might possibly win too 

3. CLOUD - Third in latest at track and is consistently close up and can find the winners box with 
a bit of luck 

4. LILY OFTHE KINGDON - This will be the third run back from nearly a five month break. Could 
be fitter. Watch betting 

5. GOLDENA - Placed fourth in latest at Limoges in a class D event and similar can be expected. 
Can contest the finish 

6. SOVER FAL - A track runner up in November that has put in two poor efforts since. Must show 
more to make the frame 

7. ROCCHETTA - Yet to make the frame but this being only the fourth start has scope to improve 

8. LORD MIESQUE - Will need to improve to feature. Pass by until it is shown 

9. WHAT ELSE - Improved in latest at track when fourth in a class  G event. Yet to place but is 
getting closer 

10. PRINCESSE CHLOE - Improved when fourth in latest and at best could place. Others are 
preferred 

11. BARONCINA - Latest effort at track was a fifth place and similar can be expected. Might play 
a minor role 

Summary : CLOUD (3) is consistent and ran well last time out. This is a competitive lucky last 
race but he gets the vote to score. CALL THE SHOTS (1) has run well twice in four starts and is 
proven on this surface. He should be a threat. BAILEYS TOPAZE (2) was not disgraced when 
third last time out and still has scope for improvement so must be considered. GOLDENA (5) 
showed improvement on the turf last time out but is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

CLOUD (3) - CALL THE SHOTS (1) - BAILEYS TOPAZE (2) - GOLDENA (5) 

 


